
Afghanistan Energy Study 8th Committee Meeting Minutes 
 
Meeting time and location: Wednesday December 5, 2018, World Bank 
Discussions and Decisions: 

1. Ms. Fanny Ringius welcomed participants and provided meeting attendees with an 

overview of the project purpose followed by presentations of all participants. Participants 

of the committee meeting from MEW, MRRD, CRIDA, DABS, USAID, IFC, KPU, KU, 77CC, 

AREU, MoF, and Samuel Hall introduced themselves.  

2. Representatives of the consulting firm conducting the Activity 3 “Household and 

Enterprise Energy Diaries” - SAMUEL HALL - representative (Mr. Nicholas Ross and Mr. 

Jawid Hassanzai) updated the committee on the status of their survey and the energy 

household diaries since the last committee meeting. The energy diary phase is going very 

well as reflected in the 85 percent response rate to the monthly surveys. Early findings 

indicate large seasonal fluctuations in energy use, as agricultural income especially is 

highly seasonal. Some of the participating households have also received electricity 

access since they were surveyed under the baseline survey in June. This should also lead 

to interesting results. This again strengthens the case for energy diaries to be prepared in 

general. The presentation will be shared with the Committee members through the 

Energypedia website. USAID mentioned that they have been performing a social media 

sounding to collect data on level of service, business type and size, the need for power, 

and the affordability of people.  Their analysis found that for businesses the stability and 

reliability of power is a major concern. They mentioned that the result can be shared if 

requested. The committee members suggested Samuel Hall to be in contact with DABS in 

order to gain data on electricity usage, demand, and cost from DABS’ side as well. Samuel 

Hall, in response to the committee questions, explained that the survey helps the 

government in terms of understanding each household’s use of electricity before and 

after grid connection, the affordability of people, and what fits their need better a grid or 

off-grid power, better realization of on what and where to invest, and get a better 

understanding of the demand. The data from DABS can be used to cross-reference 

findings of the survey. 

3. Under the heading of Activity 5, on institutional development, Hamid Quraishi from the 

World Bank briefed the committee on DABS’ governance reform and the financial analysis 

of DABS. He explained that one of the outcomes of the two governance reform 

stakeholder workshops earlier this year was the need for a stronger relationship of MOF 

and DABS to ensure better financials for the power utility. This would take the form of a 

Partnership Agreement between both institutions. Such a Partnership Agreement was 

negotiated subsequently between both parties, and with support from the World Bank. 

It is a 3-year agreement, which on the one hand obliges DABS to improve its technical and 



commercial performance against targets and timetables, and on the other hand provides 

funding through the MOF if such targets are being met (through conversion of debt into 

equity). The Partnership Agreement was signed on November 12, 2018. It lists around 40 

targets to be met by both parties. The committee members voiced their general concern 

that DABS’ scope of work keeps getting extended thus leaving DABS’ strapped to meet all 

of these targets. It was suggested by Ms. Fanny to discuss on the institutional reform of 

DABS in the next meeting.  

4. Mr. Gunjan Gautam of the World Bank presented the utility-scale solar energy program 

in Afghanistan focusing on vision and challenges, and the recent issuance of EoI by the 

government of Afghanistan targeting 2000MW power generation from solar. He 

explained the feasibility analysis that has been done by the World Bank, the key barriers, 

and recommendations. The power point presentation will be shared to the committee.  

5. Director General Mr. Momin Mansoor from MoF presented the Committee with the 2,000 

MW solar package prepared by the government of Afghanistan. He explained that MoF is 

coordinating this exercise, while MEW is the lead agency in the Government on energy 

issues. He also explained that the objective of the package is to bring all the solar projects 

under a direction and avoid the inconsistencies. An EoI has been issued in November 25, 

2018, and the deadline for submission has been set as December 20, 2018. Committee 

members discussed issues relating to regulation, purchasing power of future customers, 

the demand and load centers, economic growth, land availability, funding, time frame of 

the EoI, grid stability and grid code, and the legal framework for the proposed solar 

projects. The 50MW threshold presented as part of the EOI was also discussed. The major 

concern on the threshold has been whether it is flexible or not since the cost of 

investment might be high for local investors and not many may apply. Also, the flexibility 

on land ownership was mentioned to be another point to think of, since the investors may 

provide the land themselves. It was recommended that the private sector could be 

involved to operate and maintain contracts and help DABS.  

6. Mr. Burak Unsal from 77 Construction presented the committee with the progress of a 15 

MW solar power plant which is under construction by their company in Kandahar. He 

briefed the team on the project concept, technical overview, and project timeline. The 

target for completion was said to be April 2019. All Committee members expressed their 

satisfaction to see a large-scale solar project such as this one move forward. 

7. Mr. Abdullillah Qadeer from IFC delivered his briefing on the Scaling Solar Program, which 

is a World Bank Group approach to rapidly expand private investment in utility-scale solar 

PV. His explanations included the available opportunity for investing in solar, the reasons 

why the investment has been slow, the WBG solution to the barriers, the benefits of the 

solution for Government, project developers and donors, and an update of the status in 

Afghanistan.  
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List of Participants  

Name  Position  Organization Email Address  Phone 

Abdullelah  Professor  KPU abrasooli@yahoo.com  0700232022 

Abdullilah Qadeer  Operations Analyst IFC aqadeer@ifc.org  0704995564  

Ahmad Farid Formuli GIS Specialist  CRIDA Ahmadfarid.formuli@crida.gov.af   0771424808 

Mahmood Shah 
Sediqi 

 DABS Mahmood.sediqi@dabs.af   

Mohebullah Wali  Assistant Professor KU Moheb.wali@gmail.com 0779133060 

Ajmal Shinwari  Director ASERD MRRD Ajmal.hz@mrrd.gov.af 0700222095 

Farhad Miakhel  GIS Manager  CRIDA  Farhad.miakhel@crida.gov.af 0787808854 

Najib Rahman Sabory Head of Energy 
Department KU 

KU and 
AREU 

najibsabory@gmail.com 0780545607 

Reza Haidari  Senior Energy 
Advisor 

MEW Rezahaidari85@gmail.com 0790069000 

Burak Unsal  Vice President  77CC bunsal@77constrcutionusa.com  0799032638 

Momin Mansoor  DG_PPP MoF Ammansoor619@gmail.com  0700996891 

Talha Hedayat PPP Director  MoF Talha.hiday@mof.gov.af 0771112223 

Hamidullah  Lecturer  KU Hamidullah.adina@yahoo.com  0771255015 

Kabul Khan  Chair  AREU ceo@areu.com.af  0700220102 

Bashier Stanikzai  Power Specialist  MoF  Bashier.stanikzai@mof.gov.af 0772828312 

Safiullah Faqirzai  Engineer  DABS  Safiullah.faqirzai@dabs.af 0729446892 

Jawid Hassanzai  Researcher  Samuel Hall  Jawid.hassanzai@samuelhall.org 0790692185 

Nicholas Ross Researcher  Samuel Hall Nicholas.ross@samuelhall.org 0798276749 

Gunjan Gautam  Operations Officer  WB ggautam@worldbank.org  

Jane Ebinger  Program Leader WB  Jebinger@worldbank.org  

Demetrios 
Papathanasiou 

Practice Manager  WB dpapathanasiou@worldbank.org   

Fanny Missfeldt 
Ringius  

Team Leader  WB fmissfeldt@worldbank.org  

Afsana Afshar  Consultant  WB aafshar@worldbank.org  

Taiba Jafari  Consultant  WB  tjafari@worldbank.org   
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